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Microcircuits are composed of multiple cell classes that likely serve unique circuit operations. But how cell classes map onto circuit
functions is largely unknown, particularly for primate prefrontal cortex during actual goal-directed behavior. One difficulty in this quest
is to reliably distinguish cell classes in extracellular recordings of action potentials. Here we surmount this issue and report that spike
shape and neural firing variability provide reliable markers to segregate seven functional classes of prefrontal cells in macaques engaged
in an attention task. We delineate an unbiased clustering protocol that identifies four broad spiking (BS) putative pyramidal cell classes
and three narrow spiking (NS) putative inhibitory cell classes dissociated by how sparse, bursty, or regular they fire. We speculate that
these functional classes map onto canonical circuit functions. First, two BS classes show sparse, bursty firing, and phase synchronize their
spiking to 3–7 Hz (theta) and 12–20 Hz (beta) frequency bands of the local field potential (LFP). These properties make cells flexibly
responsive to network activation at varying frequencies. Second, one NS and two BS cell classes show regular firing and higher rate with
only marginal synchronization preference. These properties are akin to setting tonically the excitation and inhibition balance. Finally,
two NS classes fired irregularly and synchronized to either theta or beta LFP fluctuations, tuning them potentially to frequency-specific
subnetworks. These results suggest that a limited set of functional cell classes emerges in macaque prefrontal cortex (PFC) during
attentional engagement to not only represent information, but to subserve basic circuit operations.
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Introduction
Pyramidal neurons and the high diversity of interneurons are
assumed to be the building blocks in the cortical microcircuit for
canonical computations such as input integration, gating,
context-specific coordination of subnetworks, and balance of ex-
citation and inhibition (Constantinidis and Wang, 2004; Wang et
al., 2004; Ascoli et al., 2008; DeFelipe et al., 2013; Womelsdorf et
al., 2014b). Using stereotyped protocols, in vitro studies have
identified a large variety of neuron subtypes defined by morpho-
logical, molecular, and electrophysiological properties (Markram
et al., 2004; Ascoli et al., 2008; DeFelipe et al., 2013). However, the

firing of neurons in a circuit is modulated in a state-dependent
manner by the dynamics of the local population. Thus, charac-
terizing cell diversity under natural conditions, as during ongo-
ing goal-directed behavior, is essential to understand the specific
role of cell classes in network function (Ascoli et al., 2008).

One procedure to delineate cell-specific functions in circuits is
to manipulate the activity of a cell subtype with optogenetic tech-
niques (Xue et al., 2014). While this endeavor is highly promising
(Roux et al., 2014), it remains a major challenge to link the arti-
ficial light stimulation regime to the way circuits operate and
dynamically recruit cell classes (Lee et al., 2014). Moreover, flex-
ible use of optogenetic techniques is largely confined to studies in
rodents, which compared with nonhuman primates are more
limited in performing behavioral tasks of higher cognitive de-
mands. The cortical microcircuit itself may vary across species
(Preuss, 1995; Povysheva et al., 2007), and in the case of primate
lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) rodents may not possess functionally
analogous circuits (Passingham and Wise, 2012). Thus, the macaque
monkey provides a key model to study cell-specific circuit opera-
tions of the human PFC during higher cognitive operations. On the
other hand, many of the insights from rodent and nonhuman pri-
mate in vitro studies as well as studies with behaving rodents may
extrapolate to behaving primates. Therefore, it is critical to find ways
to bridge the gap between these different sorts of cell-type studies
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and the cortical microcircuit in primates underlying goal-directed
behavior.

Consequently, this study aims to identify cell diversity within
prefrontal regions of the macaque monkey while performing an
attention task (Kaping et al., 2011), as a step toward unraveling
cell-specific circuit operations in PFC. For this, we analyzed ma-
jor electrophysiological features in extracellularly recorded cells
and scored them statistically according to their mutual redun-
dancy and specific relevance. The five most informative mea-
sures, including properties of the spike waveform, averaged firing
rate, and measures of the firing variability, distinguished seven
cell classes, which hierarchically distributed in four classes of
broad spiking (BS) cells and three classes of narrow spiking (NS)
cells. These neurons, respectively, represented putative pyrami-
dal cells and interneurons (Wilson et al., 1994; but see Vi-
gneswaran et al., 2011 for a modest proportion of pyramidal cells
with narrow spikes in deep layers of primary motor cortex).

Remarkably, distinct characteristics of cell classes in the PFC
provide specific signatures that relate to network function. These
results start to bridge the gap between slice studies, behaving
rodent studies, and computational models of working memory
and attention, and suggest the pieces and structural organization
on top of which different views of efficient coding may converge.

Materials and Methods
Electrophysiological recording and data acquisition. Single-cell activity and
local field potentials (LFPs) were recorded while two male macaque
monkeys were performing a selective attention, two-forced choice dis-
crimination task that was described in detail previously (Kaping et al.,
2011). In brief, the selective attention task involved 2 s intertrial intervals
with a blank dark screen, before a small gray fixation point was presented
centrally on the monitor. Monkeys had to direct their gaze and keep
fixation onto that fixation point until the end of the trial. After 300 ms
fixation, two black/white grating stimuli were presented to the left and
right of the center and contained oblique movements of the grating
within their circular aperture. After 0.4 s each stimuli changed color to
either black/red or black/green. The color was associated with fluid re-
ward if it was acted upon at a later stage during the trial. After a variable
time (0.05– 0.75 s) the color of the central fixation point changed to
either red or green, which cued the monkeys to covertly shift attention
toward the location where the color of the grating matched the color of
the fixation point (Attention epoch). Monkeys had to maintain attention
on the cued stimulus until it underwent a transient clockwise or coun-
terclockwise rotation, ignoring possible rotations of the nonattended
(uncued) stimulus, which occurred in 50% of the trials (Filter epoch). To
obtain a liquid reward, the monkeys had to discriminate the rotation of
the cued stimulus by making upward or downward saccades for clock-
wise/counterclockwise rotations (Choice epoch). This mapping was re-
versed between monkeys. Following this choice and a 0.4 s waiting
period, the animals received fluid reward (Reward epoch). The magni-
tude of the fluid reward varied as a function of the color of the attended
stimulus that the monkeys acted upon. High/low rewards were linked to
the red/green color of the attended stimuli (with the color-reward map-
ping changing in blocks of 30 correctly performed trials).

We followed guidelines of the Canadian Council of Animal Care pol-
icy on the use of laboratory animals and of the University of Western
Ontario Council on Animal Care (Kaping et al., 2011). Extracellular
recordings commenced with 1– 6 tungsten electrodes (impedance 1.2–
2.2 M�; FHC) through standard recording chambers (19 mm inner
diameter) implanted over the left hemisphere in both monkeys. Elec-
trodes were lowered through guide tubes with software-controlled pre-
cision microdrives (NAN Instruments) on a daily basis, through a
recording grid with 1 mm interhole spacing. Before recordings began,
anatomical 7 T MRIs were obtained from both monkeys, visualizing
possible electrode trajectories though a recording grid within the cham-
ber using iodine.

Data amplification, filtering, and acquisition were done with a multi-
channel processor (Map System; Plexon), using headstages with unit
gain. Spiking activity was obtained following a 100 – 8000 Hz passband
filter and further amplification and digitization at 40 kHz sampling rate.
During recording, the spike threshold was always adjusted such that
there was a low proportion of multi-unit activity visible against which we
could separate single neuron action potentials in a 0.85–1.1 ms time
window. Sorting and isolation of single-unit activity was performed off-
line with the Plexon Offline Sorter, based on Principal Component Anal-
ysis (PCA) of the spike waveforms, and strictly limiting unit isolation to
periods with temporal stability. We limited all analysis to the subset of
maximally isolated single units whose waveform 2D principle compo-
nents were clearly separated, and whose density profile was separated
from influences from other simultaneously recorded waveforms and
from multi-unit activities.

The recording experiments were performed in a sound-attenuating
isolation chamber (Crist Instrument) with monkeys sitting in a custom-
made primate chair viewing visual stimuli on a computer monitor (85 Hz
refresh rate, distance of 58 cm). The monitor covered 36 � 27° of visual
angle at a resolution of 28.5 pixel/degree. Eye positions were monitored
using a video-based eye-tracking system (ISCAN; sampling rate 120 Hz)
calibrated before each experiment to a five point fixation pattern (one
central fixation point and the remaining four points offset by vertical 8.8°
and horizontal 6° toward the four corners of the monitor). Eye fixation
was controlled within a 1.4 –2.0 degree radius window. During the ex-
periments, stimulus presentation, monitored eye positions, and reward
delivery were controlled via MonkeyLogic (open-source software;
http://www.monkeylogic.net) running on a Pentium III PC (Asaad and
Eskandar, 2008a,b). Liquid reward was delivered by a custom-made, air
compression-controlled, mechanical valve system with a noise level dur-
ing valve openings of 17 dB within the isolation chamber.

The anatomical site of each recorded cell was reconstructed and pro-
jected onto the 2D flat map representation of a standardized macaque
brain (“F99”) available within the MR software Caret (Van Essen et al.,
2001). Reconstruction began by projecting each electrode trajectory onto
the 2D brain slices obtained from 7 T anatomical MRI images, using the
open-source OsiriX Imaging software (Rosset et al., 2004) and custom-
written MATLAB programs (The MathWorks), using the iodine-
visualized electrode trajectory within the electrode grid placed within the
recording chamber during MR scanning. We drew the coronal outline of
the cortical folding of the MR grayscale image to ease the comparison of
the individuals monkey brain slices to standard anatomical atlases, be-
fore projecting the electrode tip position into the standardized macaque
brain (F99) available in Caret. Note that we initially reproduced the
individual monkey brains within the Caret software to validate similarity
and derive the scaling factors to match the lower resolution monkey MRs
to the higher resolution standard F99 brain. We then manually projected,
under visual guidance, the electrode position to the matched location in
the standard brain in Caret (Van Essen, 2002).

After identifying all recording sites within the standard brain, we used
the Caret software to render the brain to a 3D volume, spherically inflated
and cut it to unfold the brain into 2D space. In an independent procedure
we visualized major anatomical subdivision schemes of the frontocingu-
late cortex, using the scheme from Barbas and Zikopoulos (2007) as a
reference.

Waveform analysis. For each highly isolated cell (n � 422), we normal-
ized and averaged all action potentials (APs) aligned to their threshold
crossings (Fig. 1E). The waveform from each cell was then cubically
interpolated (spline) from an original precision of 25 to 2.5 �s. On the
resultant waveform, we analyzed two measures (Fig. 1A): the peak-to-
trough duration and the time for repolarization. The time for repolariza-
tion was defined as the time at which the waveform amplitude decayed
25% from its peak value. These two measures were highly correlated (r �
0.65, p � 1.5 � 10 �50, Pearson correlation). We computed the PCA and
used the first component (83% of the total variance), as it allowed for
better discrimination between narrow and broad spiking neurons, com-
pared with each of the two measures alone.

To test for bimodality of the distribution we used the calibrated ver-
sion of the Hartigan dip test that shows superior sensitivity of the test for
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unimodality (Cheng and Hall, 1998; Henderson et al., 2008) compared
with the original test (Hartigan and Hartigan, 1985). To better illustrate
this for the reader, we compared the two tests over a mixture of two
Gaussian distributions of different size (4:1) to resemble the proportion
of pyramidal cells with respect to interneurons. The two Gaussian distri-
butions were sampled randomly. Figure 1C shows the results of the two
dip tests as a matter of the overlap between the two modes. Results from
the calibrated dip test discarded unimodality for the first PCA compo-
nent ( p � 0.01) and for the peak-to-trough duration ( p � 0.05) but not
for the time for repolarization ( p � 0.05).

We then used the two Gaussian models and defined two cutoffs on that
model that divided neurons into three groups (Fig. 1D). In fact, Akaike’s
criterion and Bayesian information criterion decreased for the two versus
one Gaussian model (from �650 to �771 and from �642 to �751,
respectively), confirming that using extra parameters in the two Gaussian
model was justified and that the two Gaussian model was a better model
(Fig. 1D). The first cutoff was defined as the point at which the likelihood
to be a narrow spiking cell was at least 10 times larger than to be a broad
spiking cell. Similarly, the second cutoff was defined as the point at which
the likelihood to be a broad spiking cell was at least 10 times larger than to
be a narrow spiking cell. Thus, 95.1% of neurons (n � 384 of 404) were
reliably classified (Fig. 1 D, E): neurons at the left side of the first cutoff
were reliably classified as narrow spiking neurons (n � 79), neurons at
the right side of the second cutoff were reliably classified as broad spiking
neurons (n � 305). Classification for the cells in between was not reliable
and they were left unclassified (n � 20).

In few cases (n � 18, 4.3%), the action potential waveform did not
reach the time for repolarization. For these cells, we based categorization
on the peak-to-trough duration only. We classified cells as broad spiking
if their peak-to-trough duration exceeded the 5% confidence interval of
broad cells (i.e., �0.305). Analogously, we would have classified cells as
narrow spiking if the peak-to-trough duration would fall behind the 95%
confidence interval of narrow cells (i.e., �0.249); however, the 18 cells
had all much larger peak to trough (i.e., �0.31) compared with all nar-
row cells (i.e., �0.255), and were classified as broad spiking. Together,
narrow cells represented 18.7% of the cells, broad cells represented
76.5%, and 4.7% of the cells remained unreliably classified.

Open source code repositories. A MATLAB/GNU Octave open source
code implementation of the just previously introduced waveform
analysis is freely available on the following public Git repository:
https://bitbucket.org/sardid/waveformanalysis.

A second MATLAB/GNU Octave open source code repository imple-
ments the clustering analysis introduced in the Results section (Figs.
3– 6). It is also freely available on the following public Git repository
https://bitbucket.org/sardid/clusteringanalysis.

Analysis of spiking activity. For each neuron we calculated the overall
firing rate. Additionally, we were interested in analyzing spiking variabil-
ity properties to classify neurons as showing either regular, Poisson-like
or bursty firing. Thus, for each cell we computed the Fano factor (vari-
ance over mean of the spike count in consecutive time windows of 100
ms) and the coefficient of variation (SD over mean of the interspike
intervals).

Fano factor and coefficient of variation are highly sensitive to activity
that is not stationary, in which case both measures artificially inflate their
value. Therefore, we also considered local measures of spiking variability
that are demonstrated to be much more robust to changes in firing rate:
the local coefficient of variation (Holt et al., 1996; Compte et al., 2003;
Cv2) and the local variation (Lv; Shinomoto et al., 2003). Cv2 is based on
the difference between consecutive interspike intervals, whereas Lv relies
on the square difference, which in fact represents the cross-correlation of
consecutive interspike intervals (Shinomoto et al., 2009). For the sake of
completeness, we also considered the revised version of the local varia-
tion, which accounts for a hypothetical refractory period of 5 ms (LvR;
Shinomoto et al., 2009).

Poisson-like firing takes values close to 1 for all introduced measures of
variability, whereas more regular spiking is associated with values signif-
icantly lower than 1, and bursty activity with values significantly larger.

Spike-LFP phase locking. Spiking activity was related to the local pop-
ulation network activity as indexed by the same-electrode LFP. An LFP

snippet around each spike was removed and the signal was cubically
interpolated to avoid influences of the filtered AP waveform on the LFP
phase, which can induce spurious locking at mid-to-high frequencies
(Zanos et al., 2011; Womelsdorf et al., 2012). The exact position of each
spike and the proper interval of the LFP time series to cut were estimated
by computing the absolute value of the first derivative of the raw LFP
signal. Thus, the maximum amplitude of the derivative in absolute terms
represented the exact time at which the spike was triggered, and the
region to cut was determined by using the 99th percentile cutoff around
that time. For most of the spikes, this cutoff took �10 ms (median 7 ms).
For the rare cases in which the cutoff took a long interval, we cut a flat
�12 ms snippet of the LFP signal around the spike. The spike-triggered
LFP spectrum was then generated by applying a Hanning tapered Fourier
transform. The spike LFP coupling was estimated every 1.5 Hz, and
adaptive time windows were used to compute it to contain five complete
cycles at each frequency. This whole procedure did not introduce arti-
facts in the estimation of the phase-locking preferences in the low and
mid frequencies analyzed here (Fig. 8C).

Spike-LFP phase locking was then computed as the pairwise phase
consistency (PPC), a measure that is unbiased by the firing rate al-
lowing straightforward comparisons across cells (Vinck et al., 2010,
2012). Values of the PPC can be directly translated in the modulation
depth of phase modulated firing, i.e., the proportion of spikes falling
at peak versus trough of the oscillation cycle (Fig. 8B), according to
	1 � 2�PPC
/	1 � 2�PPC
. As a reference, values of the PPC close to
0.01 correspond approximately to a phase-locking value of 0.1.

As an ultimate control, we checked for artificial frequency shifts
(�5%) in synchronization (PPC peaks) that could be introduced by the
spike removal. We found that �90% of the phase-locking peaks in theta,
alpha, and beta bands (up to 20 Hz), with and without the LFP snippet
removal, stayed in the same frequencies (Fig. 8C). This analysis con-
firmed that spikes leak to the LFP mostly on higher frequency bands
(�25 Hz).

Statistical test of spike-LFP coupling. As preferred frequencies of spike-
LFP locking are not a priori known because multiple rhythms may co-
occur in the same area, we developed a novel permutation test to detect at
which frequency bands single neurons reliably synchronize to LFP oscil-
lations (Womelsdorf et al., 2012). The structure of the statistical algo-
rithm is as follows: a permutation distribution is constructed under the
null hypothesis of no significant spike-LFP phase locking such that sta-
tistical dependencies between spike phases (Vinck et al., 2012) and across
frequencies are preserved. We then identify bands of significant frequen-
cies ( p � 0.05, Rayleigh test), and compute for each band the sum of the
PPC (Vinck et al., 2010). The PPC is unbiased by spike number and
controls for dependencies between spike phases within trials. Signifi-
cance is then determined based on PPC band-mass or on the maximum
PPC value.

A conservative peak-detection algorithm based on local minima and
maxima of the PPC spectrum was used to detect only the significant
frequency bands around reliable PPC peaks. We filtered out spurious
PPC peaks that represent “locally noisy” fluctuations in the PPC spec-
trum by discarding those with a local amplitude (defined as the incre-
ment in PPC from the peak to the highest of their two neighbor local
minima) below 20% of the PPC range. The same method was then used
to consider reliable frequency bands around relevant PPC peaks: re-
liable frequency bands were the closest frequencies to the relevant
PPC peak that (1) were significant according to the permutation test
explained above and (2) held the local amplitude above 20% of the
PPC range.

Our procedure has two main advantages relative to standard available
techniques to detect significant phase locking: it shows enhanced sensi-
tivity compared with other Bonferroni or false discovery rate multiple-
comparison correction techniques that control for multiple statistical
Rayleigh tests across frequencies. In addition, it avoids the problem of the
Rayleigh test being sensitive to non-Poissonian history effects within the
same trial (e.g., as for bursty activity), in which case the underlying as-
sumption of the Rayleigh test is violated (Vinck et al., 2012). Finally, the
conservative peak-detection method removes spurious peaks that other-
wise generate noisy results.
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Results
Reliable classification of PFC neurons based on extracellular
AP waveforms
In this study, we analyzed the activity of 422 isolated neurons
recorded in the prefrontal cortex of two monkeys while perform-
ing an attentional task (Kaping et al., 2011). We then classified
these neurons in either narrow or broad spiking cell types based
on the characteristics of their action potential waveform (Fig. 1).

The basics of the method are similar to previous attempts
(Wilson et al., 1994; Constantinidis and Goldman-Rakic, 2002;
Mitchell et al., 2007; Diester and Nieder, 2008; Hussar and Pas-
ternak, 2009; Johnston et al., 2009; Kaufman et al., 2010), but we
improved it by explicitly considering the following aspects. First,
bimodality of waveforms was increased and hence better discrim-
inated by including, in addition to the peak-to-trough duration,
the time of repolarization (Fig. 1A,B). We combined the two by
means of a PCA. Cell-type discrimination was then based on the

first component of the PCA (Fig. 1B,D). Second, bimodal distri-
bution of waveform measures are typically analyzed using the
Hartigan dip test (Hartigan and Hartigan, 1985). However, sen-
sitivity in rejecting unimodality is enhanced by using its cali-
brated version (Cheng and Hall, 1998; Henderson et al., 2008),
especially when a different proportion exists between the two
modes, as is the case for narrow and broad spiking cells (Fig.
1B,C). Third, unimodality rejection in Hartigan’s dip test (as
well as in its calibrated version) is sensitive to discontinuities
present in the distribution. For waveform measures it is then
essential to previously diminish by nonlinear (e.g., cubic spline)
interpolation the discontinuities that are artificially introduced
by the sampling frequency of waveforms.

This procedure applied to our dataset (see Material and Meth-
ods for details) showed that the two waveform measures were
highly correlated (r � 0.653, p � 1.49 � 10�50, Pearson correla-
tion), and that the combination of the two measures through the

Figure 1. Two distinct cell types in macaque prefrontal cortex: broad and narrow spiking cells. A, Illustration of the two features used to characterize extracellular APs: the peak-to-trough duration
and the time for repolarization. B, Distribution across cells of the peak-to-trough durations (left), the time for repolarization (middle), and the first component of the PCA, linear combination of the
two raw measures (right). The calibrated Hartigan’s dip test discarded unimodality with a highly reliable significance only on the distribution resultant from the PCA analysis. C, Sensitivity of original
versus calibrated Hartigan’s dip test to reject unimodality on surrogate data with modes of different size. We confirmed that the calibrated version is more sensitive by using overlapping Gaussian
modes in a 4:1 ratio (similar to the ratio between broad and narrow cell types in B). Triangles represent the median and lines represent the SE of each mode. Middle, Best reproduces the two modes
in the PCA distribution (B, right). D, The distributions of narrow spiking cells and broad spiking cells were better fitted with two rather than one Gaussian component. Three sets of cells were then
identified according to a conservative criterion: broad cells (blue), narrow cells (red), and nonreliably characterized cells (gray). See Materials and Methods for further details. E, Normalized APs of
all cells, showing distinct AP shapes of narrow (red) and broad (blue) cells. Gray-coded APs mark the cells that were classified as intermediate between narrow and broad in D.
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first principal component strongly improved the reliability of the
cell-type classification (p � 0.0088 for the first component of the
PCA vs p � 0.0458 for the peak-to-trough duration alone vs p �
0.152 for the time for repolarization alone, according to the cal-
ibrated Hartigan’s dip test for unimodality; Fig. 1B).

We then used the two Gaussian model and defined two cutoffs
on that model that divided neurons into three groups (Fig. 1D).
The first cutoff was defined as the point at which the likelihood to
be a narrow spiking cell was at least 10 times larger than to be a
broad spiking cell. Similarly, the second cutoff was defined as the
point at which the likelihood to be a broad spiking cell was at least
10 times larger than to be a narrow spiking cell. The analysis
resulted in 18.7% (n � 79) narrow spiking cells, 76.5% (n � 305)
broad spiking cells, and 4.7% (n � 20) of cells that were left

unclassified because their waveform measures fell into the dip of
the bimodal distribution (Fig. 1D). These proportions are similar
to previous studies reporting 13–25% narrow spiking cells in PFC
areas 8 and 46 (Constantinidis and Goldman-Rakic, 2002; Di-
ester and Nieder, 2008; Johnston et al., 2009).

Specific firing pattern of narrow versus broad spiking
cell types
We next analyzed the firing statistics of narrow and broad spiking
cells (Fig. 2). Other studies have shown differences in the overall
firing rate and the firing variability between narrow and broad
spiking neurons supporting that this distinction maps closely
onto fast spiking interneurons and regular pyramidal cells (Csics-
vari et al., 1999; Mitchell et al., 2007; Ascoli et al., 2008). Consis-

Figure 2. Distinct firing properties in the two cell types. A–F, Characterization of the spike trains of narrow spiking cells (red) and broad spiking cells (blue) according to the average firing rate (A),
the Fano factor (B), the coefficient of variation (C), the local coefficient of variation (D), the local variation (E), and the revised local variation (F ). From them all, only the distributions of coefficient
of variations between narrow and broad cell types (C) did not reach a significant difference.
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tent with these findings we found that narrow spiking cells with
respect to broad spiking cells had on average higher firing rate
(7.65 Hz median, 1.11 Hz SE vs 2.19 Hz median, 0.296 Hz SE; p �
3.3 � 10�8, Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test; Fig. 2A), and Fano
factor (1.4 median, 0.07 SE vs 1.25 median, 0.025 SE; Mann–
Whitney–Wilcoxon test, p � 9.2 � 10�6, Mann–Whitney–Wil-
coxon test; Fig. 2B).

The Cv was not significantly different between narrow and
broad spiking cells (1.49 median, 0.0452 SE vs 1.44 median,
0.0198 SE; Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test, p � 0.163, Mann–
Whitney–Wilcoxon test; Fig. 2C) primarily due to nonstationary
firing rates. In fact, lower firing variability in narrow spiking cells
was found after using measures that control for transient changes
in the firing rate, such as the local coefficient of variation Cv2

(Holt et al., 1996; Compte et al., 2003; 0.886 median, 0.0237 SE vs
1.03 median, 0.0114 SE; Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test, p �
7.96 � 10�6, Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test; Fig. 2D), the Lv
(Shinomoto et al., 2003; 0.815 median, 0.038 SE vs 1.05 median,
0.019 SE; Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test, p � 7.25 � 10�6, Mann–
Whitney–Wilcoxon test; Fig. 2E), and the revised local variation
LvR (Shinomoto et al., 2009; 0.965 median, 0.0434 SE vs 1.14
median, 0.0217 SE; Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon test, p � 7.9 �
10�4, Mann—Whitney–Wilcoxon test; Fig. 2F). Local variability
measures, in contrast to the Cv, consider only incremental vari-
ation in the sequence of interspike intervals (see Material and
Methods for details).

Similarly to the Cv and Fano factor, all local variability mea-
sures take values �1 when firing is temporally structured (i.e.,
regular spike train), values �1 when firing is irregular (i.e.,
Poisson-like spike train), and values �1 if firing is highly irregu-
lar, as when spike trains entail a high proportion of bursts (Shi-
nomoto et al., 2005). Consistent with this study, Lv values in our
neurons were highly correlated with the proportion of bursts,
calculated here as the proportion of two consecutive short inter-
spike intervals (�5 ms) with respect to the total number of two
consecutive interspike intervals (r � 0.510, p � 0, Spearman
correlation, only neurons that displayed at least one of these
bursts were considered in the analysis, n � 173).

Identifying cell classes in prefrontal cortex (I): disregarding
redundant and uninformative measures
Our ultimate goal was to identify distinct cell classes in prefrontal
cortex by splitting the variability in the dataset according to un-
biased clustering techniques. However, clustering is sensitive to
(1) redundant measures, as they duplicate the weight of their
variability and bias classification, and to (2) uninformative mea-
sures (defined as those that barely contribute to the variability in
the dataset) as they basically bring noise and blur classification.

To classify cells objectively, we first standardized measures, so
their values were all in the same range [0,1]. Then, to find out
whether there were redundant measures in our dataset, we com-
puted the dissimilarity among them, based on deviations from
complete Spearman correlation (Fig. 3A). We considered a cutoff
for the dissimilarity of 0.1, and filtered out the measures that were
correlated beyond that point (i.e., �0.9 Spearman correlation).
From all measures, only measures of local variability presented a
degree of redundancy that exceeded the cutoff (Fig. 3A, bottom).
Thus, we maintained in posterior analyses the local variation Lv,
and disregarded the local coefficient of variation Cv2 and the
revised local variation LvR, under the assumption that they basi-
cally represent redundant information to the Lv measure. Note
that the first component of the PCA was introduced in Figure 3A
for visualization purposes only. Being a particular linear combi-

nation of the peak-to-trough duration and time for repolariza-
tion, its variability was already included in these two measures of
the AP waveform.

We then computed the relative contribution of remaining
measures to the variance in the dataset (Fig. 3B). We considered
negligible all those measures that together represented �10% of
the total variance. This cutoff disregarded the Fano factor (FF;
8.8% of the total variability). Thus, the subsequent clustering
analysis for cell class identification took into account a total of
five measures, two of them based on neurons’ waveform—the
peak-to-trough duration and the time for repolarization—and
the other three based on firing properties—firing rate (FR), co-
efficient of variation Cv, and local variation Lv. Together they
accounted for the gross of the variance (91.2%), sorted in the
following order: Lv (26.6%), peak-to-trough duration (24%),
Cv (17.2%), time for repolarization (12.7%), and firing rate
(10.7%).

Identifying cell classes in prefrontal cortex (II): estimating the
total number of classes
To characterize classes of cells in the dataset, we used the
K-means clustering algorithm upon the hyperspace of unbiased
neuronal measures described above. A challenge for using
K-means is that the number of clusters in which the data splits
needs to be known in advance (Jain and Dubes, 1988). However,
this is precisely what we aimed to determine. To estimate then a
narrow range in the number of clusters, we used a set of indexes
that evaluate the quality of the results from K-means clustering
(Milligan and Cooper, 1985; Jain and Dubes, 1988; Halkidi et al.,
2001; Vendramin et al., 2010): Rand, Mirkin, Hubert, Silhouette,
Davies–Bouldin, Calinski–Harabasz, Hartigan, Homogeneity and
Separation indices (Fig. 4A).

The following procedure was used: 50 replicates of the
K-means clustering were run for different number of clusters,
from k � 1 to k � 40. For each k, the best replicate was selected in
terms of minimum squared Euclidean distance from all cluster
elements to their respective centroids. Validity measures im-
proved with increasing numbers of clusters, but the benefit
slowed down after considering five or more clusters (Fig. 4A). To
discard initialization issues, 10 identical realizations were run,
each with a new set of initial centroids, randomly chosen. For
most validity measures, initial conditions affected clustering re-
sults when validity measures were deeper into saturation, which
suggested an excessive number of partitions (Fig. 4A). The overall
analysis estimated a proper number of clusters between 5 and 15
for our dataset.

We then developed a meta-clustering analysis to select the
most appropriate number of clusters: a large number of realiza-
tions (n � 500) of the K-means (from k � 5 to k � 15) were run.
We considered 50 replicates for each k and n and selected the best
replicates. For each k, we computed the probability across n that
different pairs of neurons belonged to a same cluster. A probabil-
ity threshold (p � 0.9) was then used to identify reliable from
spurious clusters. Finally to remove clusters composed of outli-
ers, we considered as reliable only those clusters with at least five
neurons. Using such procedures, we found that a K-means clus-
tering with k � 7, compared with k � 5– 6, was able to identify a
larger set of distinct cell classes, whereas, compared with k � 8
and above, it was still reliable to characterize most of the neurons
in the dataset (Fig. 4B). The validity of this selection was also
supported according to Akaike’s criterion and Bayesian criterion
(values in bold are the best (lowest) according to the two criteria,
and represent the one (k � 7) that was finally used): {�9372.8,
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�9413.1, �9527.8, �8757.6} and
{�9173.7, �9174.2, �9249.1, �8439.0}
for k � {5, 6, 7, 8}, respectively.

Electrophysiological properties of
cell classes
The seven reliable clusters corresponded
to four classes of broad spiking cells and
three reliable classes of narrow cells (Fig.
5A,B; see also Insel and Barnes (2014) for
another example where distinct broad
spiking neurons show specific functional
properties). Four cells were not reliably
classified in any cluster. Given that all of
them were narrow spiking neurons, we
grouped and labeled them as N3, even
though these neurons did not conform to
a reliable cell class (n � 5).

The separation in classes obeyed a hi-
erarchical organization according to the
distance between cell class centroids (Fig.
5B). Neurons of the same cell type, but in
different classes, were still mutually closer
compared with neurons of different type
(Fig. 5B), even though the most informa-
tive measure was about firing (Lv; Fig.
3B). Within each cell type, waveform
measures only slightly differed (Figs. 5C,
7D,E), so cell classes mainly separated in
terms of firing variability and rate (Figs.
5C, 7A–C). Thus, cell classes had a ten-
dency to either show bursty (Lv � 1),
Poisson (Lv � 1), or regular activity (Lv �
1), and while some cell classes only fired
sparsely, others showed high firing rate.

Validation of the identified cell classes
We validated the meta-clustering analysis
shown in Figure 5 in two ways (Fig. 6).

4

Figure 3. Preclustering analysis disregarding redundant
and uninformative measures. Measures were previously nor-
malized to be in the same range [0,1]. A, Dissimilarity among
cell features. We used a cutoff of 0.1 as a criterion for the dis-
similarity between measures (red dashed line). Top, Dendro-
gram of waveform measures based on nearest distance, using
Spearman correlation as a metric. The two raw measures of the
waveform, the peak-to-trough duration and time for repolar-
ization, were above threshold and passed this filter. The first
component of the PCA, linear combination of the two wave-
form measures, was only represented to ease the comparison
with the two raw measures. Bottom, Analogous dendrogram
for activity measures. The local variation, local coefficient of
variation, and revised local variation were below threshold
and then considered mutually redundant. From the three, the
local variation was more representative of the centroid (center
of the branch in the dendrogram) and then considered in pos-
terior analyses. B, Amount of information brought by cell fea-
tures. Cell features were progressively incorporated to the
subsequent clustering analysis until a cutoff of 90% of the total
variance explained in the dataset was reached (red dashed
line). The remaining feature, the Fano factor, was disregarded
under the criterion that it was barely informative about the
gross variability.
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First, we used dataset randomization (n �
200 realizations) in contrast to random
assignation (Fig. 6A,B) to compute two
complementary validity measures: (1)
validation based on cluster distance (Fig.
6A) and (2) validation according to the
proportion of matches when assigning
cells to clusters (Fig. 6B). Figure 6A shows
that the distance between the clusters as-
sociated with a given class was signifi-
cantly shorter on average compared with
the distance between the clusters that were
not associated to that class. By construc-
tion, the difference of the two (not assoc.
vs assoc.) was expected to be larger than
zero, but this effect was estimated by the
random assignation procedure (Fig. 6A,
white bars). However, results from ran-
domization (Fig. 6A, gray bars) were al-
ways much larger in magnitude, which
validated our clustering procedure. Simi-
larly, Figure 6B illustrates that the amount
of matching cells with respect to control
was systematically much higher from da-
taset randomization than from random
assignation, further supporting our cell
classification.

Second, we further validated our meta-
clustering analysis by applying an analo-
gous approach to each monkey dataset
independently (Fig. 6C,D). This set of
analyses, as a whole, demonstrated (1)
that cell assignments based on our cluster-
ing procedure are highly reliable and sta-
tistically significant and (2) that the
difference in sample size of the cell classes
(and datasets) does not introduce a sys-
tematic bias.

Relationship between firing variability
and firing rate
In previous sections we have shown that
the local variation was the most informa-
tive measure overall (Fig. 3B) and that in
terms of classes, neurons first separated
in cell types (Fig. 5B). Furthermore, cell classes within each type
showed a diversity of increased/decreased firing rate and regular-
ity. Together this shows an intricate complexity that cannot re-
duce cell classification to a single dimension.

On the other hand, cell properties were also mutually correlated.
In fact, a negative correlation between the local variability and the
firing rate was systematic across cell types and classes (Fig. 7A,B). We
quantified the correlation among all individual neurons, first be-
tween the firing rate and the local variation, and then between each
of the two with respect to the remaining cell properties (Fig. 7F).

Indeed, the strongest correlation was the negative correlation
between firing rate and local variation. Given that Lv is robust to
local changes in firing rate (Shinomoto et al., 2003), this analysis
mainly identified a canonical relationship between firing rate and
the statistics of the firing pattern in the active prefrontal cortex.
Other significant correlations informed about (1) broad spiking
cells having a tendency toward larger Lv values (Fig. 7B,F) and
(2) narrow spiking cells having a tendency toward higher firing

rates (Fig. 7A,F). In addition, Lv and the coefficient of variation
were also highly correlated (Fig. 7F), even though the coefficient
of variation is highly sensitive to local changes in firing rate that
inflate its value (Fig. 2C).

Phase-locking preferences and firing properties are
functionally related
We next directed our attention to rhythmic synchronization.
While synchronization in different frequency bands is known to
occur in the PFC/ACC (Buschman and Miller, 2007; Gregoriou et
al., 2009, 2012; Womelsdorf et al., 2010, 2014a; Buschman et al.,
2012), typical studies only examine one frequency band at a time
and do not attempt to identify the possible cell-specific origin of
phase locking in awake and actively engaged animals. We there-
fore examined single-cell locking strength and significance across
distinct frequency bands (Fig. 8A). After confirming that the
phase-locking analysis was reliable up to 20 Hz (see Materials and
Methods), we tested the possibility that neurons would show a

Figure 4. Estimating the number of distinct cell classes in the prefrontal microcircuit. A, A committee of metrics was used to
narrow down the range of number of clusters. We limited the range of proper numbers of clusters in the K-means algorithm (from
the original [1, 40] range to [5, 15]; gray-shaded area) based on the near-asymptotic behavior of a set of indices that evaluate the
quality of the clustering: Rand, Mirkin, Hubert, Silhouette, Davies–Bouldin, Calinski–Harabasz, Hartigan, Homogeneity, and
Separation. The different lines that appear in each part correspond to different initializations (n � 10). See text for details. B,
Distribution of cells after imposing k distinct clusters. We used the symmetric reverse Cuthill–McKee permutation to ease visual-
ization of how the different neurons clustered together and the proportion of neurons that remained unclustered after imposing k
in [5, 15] in the K-means algorithm (only k in [5, 8] shown). This permutation was applied to sparse pairwise matrices that, for each
k, encoded the probability for any two neurons to belong to the same cluster. This probability is represented in the each part in
orange scale. A lower cutoff for probabilities �90% was used (see text for details), so they appear in black. The result of the
permutation is a reorganization of neurons, so the highest probabilities appear closest to the diagonal.
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functional interaction between phase-locking and firing proper-
ties in these frequencies. To apply the analysis to all cells and
frequencies within a band, we first computed a weighted average of
the phase locking in which the PPC measure for each cell was scaled
across frequencies by the Rayleigh statistics (w � 1 � pvalue).

Figure 8D shows how the weighted PPC changed across cell
types and classes in theta, alpha, and beta frequency bands. In
general, the phase-locking strength decreased with increased fre-
quency bands (from theta to beta band), and while broad classes
B1 and B4 were predominant in the three frequency ranges, N1
and N2 specifically synchronized to beta versus theta bands, re-
spectively. To further validate these results, we applied a permu-
tation analysis (n � 2000), so that in each realization the elements
of a cell class were randomly selected from its pool of neurons.
The results of this analysis showed that in 83.5% of the realiza-
tions the weighted PPC value at theta frequencies was higher for
N2 compared with N1, and the reverse was true at beta frequen-
cies, so in 84.3% of them the weighted PPC value was higher for
N1 compared with N2.

We then confirmed significant correlations of weighted PPC
with local variation and firing rate (Fig. 8E). Correlation with
local variation was slightly larger in magnitude compared with
the correlation with firing rate, and positive instead of negative.
However, it was not surprising to find an almost complete re-
versed pattern of correlation, given the relationship between Lv
and firing rate (Fig. 7F).

We developed a multilinear regression analysis to better con-
trol for mutual correlations among cell properties, and thus
determine which of them most strongly interacted with the
phase-locking strength at each frequency band (Fig. 8F). In theta
band, only the local variation (p � 0.001) and the peak-to-trough
duration (p � 0.01; data not shown) reached significance,
whereas only the local variation and the firing rate reached sig-
nificance in alpha (p � 0.001 and p � 0.05, respectively) and beta
bands (p � 0.01 and p � 0.05, respectively). The coefficient of the
regressors in addition showed that the local variation had the
highest impact on the phase-locking strength in theta and alpha
bands, whereas it was slightly lower (but still more reliable) com-
pared with the firing rate in the beta band, overall confirming that
Lv was the property more closely related to coordinated activity.

Epoch-specific modulation of firing properties
We were interested in testing whether cells, as suggested (Ascoli et
al., 2008), modify their physiological properties in a state-
dependent manner, especially during actively engaged cognitive
conditions. We then analyzed and indeed saw that cell types and
classes modulated their firing pattern in the most demanding
epochs of the selective attention task: Attention, Filter,
Choice, and Reward epochs (Fig. 9A; see Material and Meth-
ods for specific details about the task). In terms of cell types
(Fig. 9B), broad cells principally separated from narrow cells

Figure 5. Seven reliable cell classes emerge from clustering five cell features: two properties of the extracellular spike waveform, two measures of the spike train statistics, and the firing rate
magnitude. A, Distribution of the seven classes of cells. We used the symmetric reverse Cuthill–McKee permutation to ease visualization of how the different neurons clustered together and the
proportion of neurons that remained unclustered (n � 4) after imposing seven clusters in the K-means algorithm (tested k in [5,15]; Fig. 4B). B, Heat map of cell features (x-axis) across all cells
(y-axis) with red to blue corresponding to increasing normalized values. Dashed lines show cell class borders with the dendrogram on the left showing the square Euclidean distances between
clusters’ centroids. The color bar on the left encodes cell type: narrow/broad/unclassified cells in red/blue/gray, respectively. C, How cell properties contributed to distinguish among cell classes. For
each of the five measures that characterize neurons, we applied a Kruskal–Wallis test with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons to address whether individual measures were significantly
different (blue), or not (gray), between each pair of cell classes.
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in terms of larger firing rate changes. In fact, broad cells pre-
sented a much larger variation in firing rate than in local
variation in all epochs, compared with similar changes in nar-
row cells. And across epochs, there was a much larger variation
with respect to baseline (i.e., whole trial average) in the Filter
and Reward epochs.

With respect to cell classes (Fig. 9C,D), they mainly followed
the trend of their respective cell type. Thus, broad cell classes
tended to have larger epoch-specific firing rate change compared
with the local variation change. Similarly, narrow cell classes
tended to have a more similar firing rate–local variation modu-
lation, with the only exception of cells in class N2 in the Filter and
Reward epochs, where the change in firing rate significantly ex-
ceeded the change in local variation. Across epochs, all cell
classes, as their respective cell types, showed the largest modula-
tions in the Filter and Reward epochs.

Topographical distribution of cell classes in
prefrontal regions
Cells were recorded in multiple areas within the PFC and ACC of
macaques (Kaping et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2014). This allowed
testing of how cells were distributed across three larger anatom-

ical PFC/ACC subdivisions (Fig. 10; see Materials and Methods
for details). A significantly different proportion of cells was re-
corded within the ACC, ventromedial PFC, and lateral PFC,
respectively (Bonferroni corrected p value for multiple compar-
isons: p � 0.0167, n � 3, � 2 test; Fig. 10B). Although B4 cells in
ACC and N4 cells in ACC and lateral PFC seemed to deviate from
this trend (p � 0.05, � 2 test), neither area-specific cell types, nor
distinct cell classes, significantly differed from this original re-
cording bias after correcting p values for multiple comparisons
(Bonferroni correction: p � 0.005, n � 10).

Division of labor in the primate prefrontal microcircuit in
goal-directed behavior
The reported classes of cells in the prefrontal microcircuit can be
summarized in four highly different sets of firing properties (Fig.
11), which could have fundamental implications for mediating
the balance between excitation and inhibition (Vogels and Ab-
bott, 2009; Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011; Karnani et al., 2014;
Xue et al., 2014) that controls information flow (Constantinidis
et al., 2002; Hangya et al., 2014; Kepecs and Fishell, 2014), and
ultimately shapes the function of the prefrontal microcircuit
(Constantinidis and Wang, 2004; Wang et al., 2004).

Figure 6. Validation of the identified cell classes appearing in Figure 5. A, B, Validating the meta-clustering analysis by using dataset randomization (n � 200 realizations). Dataset random-
ization with repetitions guarantees the same sample size with respect to control. A, Validation according to cluster distance. In each realization, each cluster was associated to the closest cell class
in Figure 5, e.g., B1. From all realizations and for each cell class, the difference between the mean of the intradistances (i.e., all clusters that were associated to the same cell class, e.g., B1) with respect
to the extradistances (i.e., all clusters that were not associated to that cell class, e.g., B2–B4 and N1–N4) is plotted (gray bars). The white bars show the respective results from random assignation.
B, Validation according to the proportion of cell matches. In each realization, the proportion was the number of consistently associated cells to a class, over the total number of control cells in the class
that was selected by the randomization procedure. As in A, gray bars refer to dataset randomization (mean and SE) and white bars to random assignation (mean and SE). The red dashed line
represents the proportion of cells as if cells would evenly distribute among the seven reliable cell classes. C, D, Validating the meta-clustering analysis by splitting the datasets of the two monkeys.
C, Validation according to cluster distance. Analogous analysis to A for each monkey dataset (Monkey M in red and Monkey R in blue). D, Validation according to proportion of cell matches. Analogous
analysis to B for each monkey dataset. The black dashed line represents the proportion of cells as if cells would evenly distribute among the seven reliable cell classes.
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Broad cell classes B1 and B4 (Fig. 11A,C) show sparse firing
(Fig. 7A), bursty activity (Fig. 7B), and strong phase coupling to
the LFP (Fig. 8D), mainly in theta band, which is implicated in
information coding (Jensen and Lisman, 2000; Huxter et al.,
2003; Kayser et al., 2012). According to theories of efficient cod-
ing (Perkel and Bullock, 1968; Willmore et al., 2011; Ratté et al.,
2013; Jadi and Sejnowski, 2014), these physiological properties
are particularly well suited to actively participate in neuronal
circuit computations (see Discussion for a brief overview of neu-
ral coding and how it may relate to these cells and their
functions).

However, the properties of B1 and B4 cells are presumably
inherited in large part by interactions with other cell classes in the
local circuit. Notably, the two narrow cell classes N3 and N4 (Fig.
11A,C) were characterized by high and remarkably regular firing
(Fig. 7A,B), and failed to show an apparent phase locking to the
LFP (Fig. 8D). These cells may be interconnected with the BS

classes B1 and B4 and thereby serve as a sustained inhibitory tone,
suggestive of the recently outlined blankets of inhibition (Kar-
nani et al., 2014).

A distinct functional profile was evident in the BS classes B2
and B3 (Fig. 11A,C), which showed higher and more regular
firing rates than cells in B1 and B4 classes (Fig. 7A,B). Also com-
pared withB1 and B4, these cells showed less phase locking to the
LFP (Fig. 8D). This suggests that these two broad cell classes, as a
whole, may maintain the basic excitatory input in the local net-
work. Thus, interactions between cells in B2 and B3, on the one
hand, and N3 and N4 on the other, may establish the balance
between excitation and inhibition in the microcircuit (Isaacson
and Scanziani, 2011). Together they may set a low excitability
level that is ultimately responsible for keeping B1 and B4 broad
cells in mostly silent conditions.

Sparse, bursty activity of B1 and B4 cells may emerge through
windows of opportunity generated by enhanced local excitability

Figure 7. Comparison of each cell property among cell classes. A, Firing rate in cell classes and their respective cell type. B–E, Same for local variation, coefficient of variation, peak-to-trough
duration, and time for repolarization, respectively. F, Correlation of cell properties to the firing pattern. Given the systematic negative correlation between firing rate and local variation across cell
types and respective classes (A vs B), we evaluated across all cells the Pearson correlation between local variation and firing rate, and then how other cell properties correlated to each of these two.
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Figure 8. Functional relationship between phase locking and firing pattern. A, Spike-LFP phase-locking cell exemplars in theta (3–7 Hz), alpha (7–12 Hz), and beta (12–20 Hz) frequency bands.
The peak in phase-locking strength is represented by the red dot and the blue line reflects the frequency region in which the phase locking was reliable and significant. See Material and Methods for
more specific details about the phase-locking analysis. B, PPC and its relation with the modulation of firing rate (MR � FRpeak/FRtrough). MR represents the highest firing rate modulation. C, Reliable
frequency localization (�5%) of the phase-locking peak with and without spike removal interpolation. Approximately 90% of the peaks within theta, alpha, and beta bands (up to 20 Hz) stayed
largely unaltered after spike removal interpolation. This analysis confirms that spikes leak to the LFP mostly on higher frequency bands (�25 Hz). D, Weighted phase-locking strength in cell types
and their respective cell classes. Weighted phase locking for each cell was scaled by the Rayleigh statistics across frequencies within a band (see text). Left, The median and SE of each group of cells
in the theta band. Center, Same for the alpha band. Right, Same for the beta band. E, Phase-locking correlation with the firing pattern. Local variation and firing rate were highly correlated with the
weighted phase-locking strength in theta, alpha, and beta bands ( p � 0.001, Pearson correlation). F, Coefficients and significance of regressors in a frequency band-specific regression analysis of
the weighted PPC with respect to the five cell properties (only local variation and firing rate shown). D–F, These observations remained qualitatively unaltered if raw PPC was used instead of
weighted PPC (data not shown).
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that transiently shifts the balance between
excitation and inhibition (Csicsvari et al.,
1999). These transients in excitability may
be facilitated by oscillatory activity in the
local population, and reflected in the local
field (Csicsvari et al., 1999; Fries, 2005;
Akam and Kullmann, 2014). NS classes
N1 and N2 fit well with this view (Fig.
11A–C). They are characterized by
modest Poisson-like firing (Fig. 7A,B)
and frequency-specific phase-locking pref-
erences (Fig. 8D). These cells may regulate
the excitatory–inhibitory balance at dif-
ferent timescales (frequency bands) and,
together with B1 and B4 cells, are expected
to be directly implicated in information
transfer (Constantinidis et al., 2002; Hangya
et al., 2014; Kepecs and Fishell, 2014), gating
the firing of pyramidal cells at distinct
rhythms, specifically at theta versus beta
bands (Figs. 8D, 11B).

Discussion
Prefrontal areas of the cortex play a prom-
inent role in higher brain functions and
cognition (Miller and Cohen, 2001), but
their implementation in terms of neuro-
nal diversity and microcircuital organiza-
tion under behavioral conditions has
remained elusive.

Through the last two decades, several
studies have characterized cell classes in
the prefrontal cortex of awake behaving
primates using extracellular procedures.
Most of these primate-based studies
focused on the shape of the action poten-
tial as the main feature to distinguish pu-
tative (narrow spiking) interneurons and
(broad spiking) pyramidal cells (Wilson et
al., 1994; Constantinidis and Goldman-
Rakic, 2002; Diester and Nieder, 2008;
Hussar and Pasternak, 2009; Johnston et
al., 2009). Some other approaches focused
on the statistics of the firing pattern
(Compte et al., 2003; Shinomoto et al.,
2009) to classify neurons into bursty,
Poisson, and regular spiking cells. The
work presented here is therefore one of
the few attempts that combines the two
main facets for cell classification in the
prefrontal cortex while in function during
attentive task performance (Compte et al.,
2003), and the first relying on unbiased
clustering techniques.

Our results also show specificity in the
phase-locking preferences of cell classes
(Figs. 8, 11), in concordance with obser-
vations in visual cortex (Vinck et al.,
2013). Note that the phase locking (PPC
value) was excluded from being a direct
criterion to identify cell classes in the clus-
tering procedure. PPC values are noisy in
most of the frequencies, so simply includ-

Figure 10. Anatomical topography of cell classes. A, Illustration of the three anatomical subdivisions in prefrontal and anterior
cingulate cortex where cells were recorded on semi-inflated cortical sheets (see Materials and Methods). B, The proportion of cells
recorded within the anterior cingulate cortex and ventromedial (vm) and lateral (lat) prefrontal cortex was significantly different
among the three regions (Bonferroni corrected p value for multiple comparisons: p � 0.0167, n � 3). Region-specific cell types or
cell classes did not significantly differ from this original recording bias (Bonferroni corrected p value for multiple comparisons: p �
0.005, n � 10). Dashed lines represent the averaged proportion of cells across regions. Note that the proportion of cell classes was
normalized for each of the groups independently (All-B-N, B1–B4, and N1–N4) to ease a visual comparison between the different
subgroups.

Figure 9. Epoch-specific shift in firing pattern. A, Selective attention task. Monkeys had to keep fixation to a centered
point through the course of a trial, while presented in front of two peripheral grating stimuli. First, both grating stimuli
changed their color to either green or red, the location of which was random. Then, the fixation point changed its color to
match one of the two gratings, and the monkeys had to use this cue instruction to covertly attend the relevant stimulus.
Monkeys had then to wait until the relevant stimulus rotated, filtering out a potential rotation of the distractor stimulus,
and finally report it with a saccadic response to one of two target locations (top vs bottom) in association with a clockwise
versus counterclockwise rotation. Monkeys only received reward after a correct consecution of the task in the trial. See
Material and Methods for more specific details of the task. For the subsequent analysis of epoch-dependent change in firing
pattern, we preselected epochs with high cognitive demand: Attention, Filter Epoch, Choice, and Reward. B, Epoch-specific
change in firing pattern for broad and narrow spiking cell types. Solid lines in each data point represent SEs associated to
the changes in firing rate and local variation. C, D, Epoch-specific change in firing pattern within broad (C) and narrow (D)
cell classes. Cells in N3 were not considered in the analysis because they were not informative about any reliable cell class
and, given its small sample size (n � 4), their basic contribution was to bring noise to the plot representation, diminishing
the salience of the other truly representative narrow cell classes.
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ing all PPC values in the clustering analy-
sis would distort the clustering results. We
developed a permutation test that is a very
reliable (i.e., conservative) measure of the
significance of the phase-locking value;
however, at each frequency, it filters out
the cell subsets that fail to show statisti-
cally significant synchronization. This
makes it difficult to use this metric in the
clustering procedure without rapidly de-
creasing the number of cells to which it is
applied. On the other hand, we computed
the weighted phase-locking value by Ray-
leigh statistics (wPPC), which has the ad-
vantage of reporting a metric for all cells at
all frequencies. This measure is less reli-
able compared with the permutation test
(i.e., it is expected to generate more false
positives compared with the permutation
test, although also less false negatives).
Thus, using wPPC values for cell classifi-
cation can introduce artificial cell class
scattering, which can be prevented by us-
ing it at the postclustering stage. These
major statistical challenges in de-noising
phase-locking properties prior to cluster-
ing first need to be methodologically ad-
dressed before they can be applied to our
procedure.

We reliably characterized seven distinct
cell classes of the prefrontal and cingulate
microcircuits while monkeys performed a
demanding selective attention task (Kap-
ing et al., 2011). This result highlights the
relevance of the local firing variability as
the primary signature in neuronal classifi-
cation in the awake and behaving animal
(Fig. 3B). Notably, this finding was not
exclusive of a hierarchical classification, in
which cells first separate according to
broad versus narrow cell types, and then
within each type, neurons split based on
firing properties (Fig. 5B). As expected,
this documents that no single spike wave-
form or firing-based measure by itself was
able to account for all neural diversity.

Using unbiased, nonredundant com-
plementary measures of the action poten-
tial waveform and firing variability was
essential for such a detailed cell classifica-
tion. Thus, the time for repolarization complemented the peak-
to-trough duration for a more reliable broad versus narrow cell-
type identification (Fig. 1). Similarly, the firing variability was
analyzed through two complementary measures, the coefficient
of variation and the local variation. The coefficient of variation is,
in contrast to the local variation, sensitive to nonstationarities
in the firing rate (Shinomoto et al., 2003). Therefore, it is
typically used under highly controlled, stereotyped experi-
ments, or otherwise disregarded. However, it is intrinsically
difficult to isolate all ultimate sources of variability, as well as
to keep stationary conditions experimentally, even under
identical stimulation conditions and overall in behavioral

studies (Renart and Machens, 2014). In fact, we found that the
coefficient of variation was a source of additional information
(Fig. 3), specifically in N2 and B3 cell classes that showed the
highest tendency to transiently shift their firing rate (Fig. 7C)
in an epoch context-specific manner (Fig. 9C,D).

Two functional relationships revealed from unbiased
electrophysiological classification
Our cell classification procedure evidenced two nontrivial func-
tional relationships between otherwise divergent cell properties.
First, we found anticorrelation between the overall firing rate and
the local variation that held across individual cells, cell types, and

Figure 11. Schematic overview relating cell class-specific firing rate, spike train variability, and phase locking. A, Left, Firing
rates in cell classes span from sparse to high activity, which specifically relate to broad and narrow action potential waveforms.
Right, Local spike train variability (Lv) in classes of cells maps onto cells with broad and narrow waveforms. Within each cell type,
cell classes show a systematic relationship, so that the higher the level of irregularity (regular to Poisson to burstiness), the more
sparse is the activity and the higher is the phase-locking strength. Shown links are based on the specific properties of each cell class
presented in Figures 7, A and B (median firing rate and local variation, respectively), and 8D (phase-locking strength). B, N1 and N2
cell classes possess similar firing rate and local variability but diverge in their preference to synchronize to the local field potential
in beta and theta frequency bands, respectively. C, Four highly different sets of firing properties in the prefrontal microcircuit.
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classes (Fig. 7F, compare A, B), a relationship that to our knowl-
edge is reported here for the first time. Second, both firing prop-
erties correlated with phase locking (Fig. 8E), although the actual
functional interaction was principally between phase locking and
local variation, as confirmed by a more sophisticated analysis that
controlled for mutual correlations (Fig. 8F). This finding fits well
with the results in Compte et al. (2003), in particular with regard
to cells showing bursty activity together with the strongest ten-
dency to phase lock to frequencies below 20 Hz. Thus, strength
and significance of cells’ firing in synchrony to the LFP oscillation
at particular frequency bands was predicted by their local varia-
tion, so the higher the variability, the higher the local activity
coordination (Bair et al., 1994). Note though that our analysis
was not directional and it may be also the case that phase locking
modified the intrinsic variability of cells, a mechanism that has
been suggested for selective communication (Izhikevich et al.,
2003).

The active prefrontal microcircuit is optimized for
efficient coding
Functionally characterizing cell diversity, while macaques were
actively engaged in task performance, demonstrated to be the
basis for elaborate conceptual models of network organization in
the prefrontal cortex. Especially salient in this framework was
that B1 and B4 cells were fine-tuned by the local network to
operate in a regime in which multiple views of efficient coding
(Perkel and Bullock, 1968; Willmore et al., 2011; Ratté et al., 2013;
Jadi and Sejnowski, 2014) are concomitant.

These cells showed (1) strong phase coupling, which is useful
as a network mechanism to establish functional assemblies (Va-
rela et al., 2001; Fries, 2005; Buzsáki, 2010; Canolty et al., 2010;
Buschman et al., 2012; Miller and Buschman, 2013), to multiplex
information in the temporal and frequency domains (Panzeri et
al., 2010; Akam and Kullmann, 2014), and to establish reliable
clock references (Kayser et al., 2012) and (2) sparse firing, which
refers to an average low activity (Hahnloser et al., 2002; Assisi et
al., 2007) as well as to transiently strong responses under other-
wise mostly silent conditions (Olshausen and Field, 1996; Bell
and Sejnowski, 1997), both aspects being properties of B1 and B4
neurons (Figs. 7A, 9C). Sparse firing regimes have been shown to
be metabolically and computationally efficient (Treves and Rolls,
1991; Levy and Baxter, 1996), so the amount of information con-
veyed by unit spike is enhanced (Levy and Baxter, 1996), and it
facilitates associative learning (Petersen and Crochet, 2013) and
the readout of information (Froudarakis et al., 2014). (3) These
cells showed bursty activity, which is also proposed to increase
the reliability of the information transfer to the next relay (Lis-
man, 1997; Izhikevich et al., 2003; Li et al., 2009).

Therefore, we suggest that these cells may be involved in inte-
grating long-range excitatory inputs, in processing that informa-
tion locally, and in gating certain signals as the outputs of the
microcircuit for next relays.

How narrow cell classes relate to reported interneuron
subtypes in other studies
We speculate that the seven cell classes map onto four main func-
tional roles that derive from very divergent electrophysiological
properties across cells (Fig. 11), which we suggest have strong
implications for efficient coding and information control in the
prefrontal microcircuit. But how do the seven distinct cell classes
relate to other studies? Electrophysiological properties in N3 and
N4 cells fit well with the recently proposed blanket of inhibition

(Karnani et al., 2014), conformed of fast spiking cells expressing
calcium-binding parvalbumin (PV) proteins and low-threshold
spiking cells expressing neuropeptide somatostatin (SOM),
which impact the majority of pyramidal cells in the microcircuit
(Burkhalter, 2008; Karnani et al., 2014). The two cell types have
different preferred timescales at which they operate based on
synaptic depression versus facilitation (Burkhalter, 2008; Kar-
nani et al., 2014): while PV interneurons typically show depres-
sion and then generate fast, transient inhibition, SOM cells,
which in part overlap with calcium-binding calbindin protein-
expressing cells (Rogers, 1992; Kawaguchi and Kubota, 1997),
become facilitated on repeated activation, and then underlie slow
long-lasting inhibition.

The inhibitory drive of these two cell types could be combined
to establish an overall stable level of inhibition in pyramidal cells
(as we suggest for cell classes N3 and N4), or they could be either
fairly independent or mutually inhibit each other, in which case
slow/fast timescales could be linked to more complex oscillatory
behavior, as the theta and beta rhythms that we reported in N2
and N1 cell classes, respectively.

A third interneuron type that may also relate to our cells ex-
presses vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP). VIP cells are
present in the prefrontal cortex and they mainly target SOM cells
and to a lesser degree PV and pyramidal cells (Kepecs and Fishell,
2014). These cells present a significant overlap with calcium-
binding calretinin protein-expressing cells (Rogers, 1992; Kawa-
guchi and Kubota, 1997), typically fire sparsely, and their spike
waveform is predominantly broad (Gentet, 2012); thus it is plau-
sible that the majority of these cells constitute a modest part of the
neurons included in B1 and B4 classes. In that case it might be
that information flow is, at least in part, dependent of VIP cell-
mediated disinhibition (Jiang et al., 2013).

In summary, our procedure of cell classification has started to
build a bridge among cell-type characterization from in vitro
studies as well as behavioral studies in rodents and primates. In
addition, our interpretation of the prefrontal microcircuit fits
well with a theoretically proposed division of labor of cell types
underlying working memory and attention in the local prefrontal
network (Constantinidis and Wang, 2004; Wang et al., 2004). In
a different vein, slight modulations in local prefrontal circuits
may tweak the excitation–inhibition balance and dramatically
affect the information flow, as during context-dependent shifts of
sensory–response mapping (Ardid and Wang, 2013). Our ap-
proach may therefore be a versatile starting point to identify the
component cells in the prefrontal microcircuit that implement
higher order executive control during goal-directed behavior in
primates.
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